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Part 1 

1. Read the text. Number the sentences in order. [5 marks]

Start with five marks and deduct half a mark for any sentence which is in the wrong order.

a. 9

b. 3

c. 7

d. 11

e. 2

f. 5

g. 6

h. 4

i. 8

j. 10

2. These are all words for male people. Write the female word that goes with each 

one. [5 marks]

a. mother

b. daughter

c. girl

d. princess

e. aunt

f. sister

g. queen

h. woman

i. niece

j. wife
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Part 2

1. Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs. Use the present perfect  

passive. [6 marks]

a. has been opened 

b. have been introduced 

c. have been dug

d. have been planted

e. has been built  

f. has been designed 

2. Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. [4 marks]

a. should 

b. have to 

c. can

d. can’t 

e. must 

f. mustn’t

g. can 

h. can
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Part 3

1. Read the fact file about lions. Then write about lions. Remember to use 

subheadings and paragraphs. [10 marks]

Award five marks for the correct structure (heading, subheadings and paragraphs) and one  

mark for the correct grammar and punctuation.

Suggested answers are provided below.

Lions

General facts

Lions are the second largest cats. They are the only cats that live in groups. The groups  

are called prides. Lions can run up to 80 kilometres per hour. They like hot climates.

Males

Male lions are three metres in length and weigh 150–250 kilos. They have a heavy mane  

around their head and neck. They defend the pride’s territory. They live about 12 years.

Females

Female lions are smaller than male lions. They weigh 120–150 kilos and they don’t have a  

mane. The live about 15 years.

Food

Lions are carnivores and they prefer hunting at night. Female lions do most of the hunting  

in packs. They eat large animals (antelopes, zebras and wildebeest) and sometimes small  

animals (hares and birds).


